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Abstract.- Using a stripping foil structure made upof two segments we have experimentally stripped, trans
ported and focused a beam into two spatially separated spots. The inner part of the foil structure, a 
narrow "finger", was separated by 6 mm from the main part of the foi 1. The use of a 2 segment foi 1 in
creases the overall horizontal emittance; nevertheless, the beam was transported to a focus with no signi
ficant increase in the beam line spill. The fraction of the total beam in the "tooth" part was varied 
from 0 to 40% by adjusting the height of the stripping foi 1. Monte Carlo calculations were in good agree
ment with the observed double beam spot profi les and the low beam spill. Additional calculations indi
cated that we could obtain two beam spots at a desired location and with sufficient separation to allow 
the clean insertion of a septum to deflect the beam produced by the "finger" into aline feeding a new 
high flux biomedical pion channel. . 

1. Introduction.- Electrostatic and magnetic beam 
spl itters have long been proposed and used to divide a 
particle beam between two independent experiments I). 
Most recently 7) an electrostatic spl itter has been 
developed at the SIN laboratory to divide a high inten
sity (100-200 wA) 580 MeV proton beam, one part feed
ing the Piotron, a large acceptance superconducting 
pion appl icator. The extraction system of a charge ex
change cyclotron is already admi rably suited to serve 
several experiments with beams of different energy. We 
wi 11 show that it is also suited for easing the design 
and operation of beam spl itters. 

The TRIUMF cyclotron accelerates negative hydrogen 
ions to about 520 MeV. Extraction is accompl ished by 
passing the hydrogen ions through a thin foil which 
strips off the associated electrons. The foi 1 area 
illuminated by the beam serves as the object for the 
ion optical system transporting the beam to the experi
mental area. If the stripping foil were made up of 2 
or more separate parts, each illuminated by the beam, 
and if the ion optical system were adjusted to form an 
image of the foi 1, then there would be 2 or more spa
tial ly separated beams at this focus. Such a separated 
beam at the entrance to a spl itter would much reduce 
beam loss, improve operational reliabil ity and could 
permit the employment of a magnetic spl itter if the 
separation were large enough. The beam width need no 
longer be large to reduce loss on the spl itter septum, 
although the spot size and separation are related. 

The principle has been demonstrated at TRIUMF with 
500 MeV beams sufficiently intense that any changes in 
beam spi 1 1 along the transport system would be ob
served. The multi-component beam wi 1 1 occupy a larger 
emittance than one extracted by a single foil alone. 

2. Extraction foi ls.- The stripping foi]s in regular 
use at TRIUMF are made from 0.025 mm thick pyrol itic 
graphite (Pfizer Inc.). This material radiates the 
50 W per 100 wA beam deposited by the stripped elec
trons. It is sufficiently thin that the degradation 
of the extracted beam qual ity due to scattering is ac
ceptable yet sufficiently strong that foils as narrow 
as 0.5 mm may be cut with a razor blade, mounted and 
used. 

STOPPING FOIL 

SCALE (em) 

~ : Composite stripping foil. The amount 
of beam extracted by the finger is altered by 
raising or lowering the frame. 

The composite foi 1 shown in figure 1 was assembled 
for this experiment. The outer component was a C-type 
or stopping foi 1. A narrow 7.5x lO- 2 cm finger, or A
type foi 1, was placed at the smaller radius, the dis
tance between the two being about 0.6 cm. The vertical 
extent of the beam at this energy is about 1 cm, and 
the length of the finger was chosen to be 1.5 cm short
er than the height of the C foil so that the assembly 
could be raised to al low all the beam to pass under the 
finger and be extracted by the second component. An 
increasing fraction of beam would be intercepted by the 
finger as the assembly was lowered. A narrow foi 1 ex
tending through the beam extracts approximately 1% of 
circulating beam per 25 wm width. 

3. Numerical simulation.- Several Monte Carlo codes are 
used to estimate beam selection by stripping foi ls, 
scattering in the foi 1 and losses during beam transport. 

The qual ity of the extracted beam can be materially 
affected by the shape and nature of the stripping foi 1. 
The divergence of the proton beam wi 11 be increased by 
multiple scattering in the foi 1. A C-type foil, extend
ing from above to below the beam and wider than three 
or four times the radial betatron ampl itude, will ex
tract all beam accelerated up to it. Charge exchange 
extraction violates Liouvil le's theorem and, at large 
values of vR' a beam whose incoherent radial ampl itude 
is several times larger than the radius gain per turn 
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~ : Monte Carlo calculation of the beam extracted 
by the foi Is of figure I, not including the effects of 
scattering in the foi I, The portion at posit i ve x is 
that extracted by the stopping foi I and is simi lar to 
the beam norma II y run. The compos i te fo iii ncreases 
the horizontal emittance and ene r gy spread several 
fo ld . The vertica l emittance is barely affected. 

wi I I be extracted over relatively few turns and give a 
smaller l ateral spot and energy spread than wou ld be 
expected from considerations of the betatron ampl itude 
a l one. Narrow foils or wires do not improve the energy 
spread but can prov i de a spot of smal l radial and ver 
tical size. The vertica l divergence is reduced for 
cases where the foil is dipped partially into the beam 
since there is strong correlat ion between height Z and 
momentum PZ. 

Th e estimation of partic l e properties se lect ed by 
the stripping foi Is is now made using the I inear mo ti on 
code COMA 3 ). Al though a l arge number of particles 
may be tracked from injection to extract i on, the end 
result is very sensit i ve to ass umptions made concerning 
certa in cyc lotron parameters. In practice these param
ete r s are tuned empirica ll y for opt imum transmission. 
For the present purposes we assumed that comp lete 
phase space mixing occurs during the preceding 1700 
turns and that the shape of the particle distribution 
in transverse phase space matches the e ll ipses predic
ted by the equ i I ib rium o r b i t code CYCLOP. The size of 
the phase space el I i pse was adjusted to correspond to 
the measured radial and vertica l ampl itudes near the 
point of extraction: The RF phase width is also measur
ab l e and the energy distribution with in a tu rn was in
ferred from the radial ampl itude. We did not inc lude 

4A 

~ : Schematic representation of the TRIUMF cyclo
tron and beam lin es. Proton beam I ines are shown so l
id (- ), meson channels dotted ( ... ), proposed lines 
dashed (--- ). Consideration is being given to the in
stal lation of a beam sp l itter in line IA to direct a 
portion of the beam into the proposed line IC feeding 
a supe rconducting med ica l Piotron. 

correlations between different planes in phase space. 

Such a distribution of 2500 particles was started 
10 MeV before the composite foi I of figure I. The dis
t ri but ion of pa rameters se lect ed by the foil is shown 
in figure 2. Thi s distribution i s used as input to the 
beam l ine Monte Carlo program REVMOC 4 ) We ca l culated 
f ir st the consequences of mu lti pl e and nuclear scatter
ing in the foi I . The parameters of the original 2500 
particles from COMA were input several times to obtain 
i mproved statistics in subsequent calculations. El-
I ipses were matched to the REVM OC output and used with 
TRANSPORT to calculate a beam I ine tune with in the ap
propriate constra int s. REVMOC was again used to esti
mate beam loss by multip l ying the particle parameters 
and beam I in e transfer mat r ices. Of the 50,000 parti 
cles in the enlarged emittance, on l y I was lost. 

Figure 3 is a layout of the TRIUMF cyc lotron and 
laboratory. Th e calculations and measurements were 
made fo r beam line IA which feeds the most intense cur
rents to the primary meson production targets IATI and 
IAT2. These are fo ll owed by a proton irradiation i so
tope faci I ity and neutron faci I ity incorporated into 
the beam dump (TNF) . 

4. Profile monitors. - A stationary mu l ti-wire "harp" 
system i s used . The current on indi vidua l wires is in 
tegrated and read seq uentia ll y to produce a histogram 
representing the particle d i stribution projected into 
the horizontal and vertica l planes. For l ow currents, 
the wire p l anes are placed in an ion chamber, the pro 
tons ion ise the gas and the charge drifts to the near
est wire. Al I protons contributed to the output. The 
secondary em i ssion effect is utilised at high currents: 
the wire p l anes and' the vo lt age planes providing a 
clearing fie ld are placed i n the beam I ine vacuum. The 
device responds only to those protons pass i ng through a 
wire; the majority of protons have no effect on the 
signa l . Th eir properties are discussed further in Ref . 5 . 

5. Tests with beam.- The beam line quadrupo l es were 
altered to the values pred i cted to give a focus, rather 
than a wa i st, at a carbon wire secondary emission moni 
tor IAMTI on the IATI target l adde r. Immediately two 
peaks were seen in the horizontal profi Ie. A horizon
tal stee rin g magnet was then altered in steps to sweep 
th e beam across the monitor . This procedure gives a 
very detai l ed measurement of the profile with steps 
much smaller t han the I mm spacing of the wires; the 
operation is simi l ar to, but more tedious than, using a 
scanning wire. Minor adjustments in quadrupole settings 
sharpened the image and gave a spacing between peaks 
s imi lar to that predicted by REVMOC calcu l ations. 
Th e measu r ed horizo.ntal profi l e is compared with that 
predicted from the Monte Car lo calcu l ations in figure4. 
The excel lent agreement g ives s upport for other de-
tai I s of the calcu l ations which wil I be discussed 
below. 
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£~ : Profile obtained by scanning the beam from a 
composite foi I across the wires of a profile monitor at 
the location of target IATI in line IA. The sol id 
I ines result from Monte Carlo calculations, the dots 
are measured points. The wire spacing is I mm. 

Profiles made at different stripper foil heights 
showed that the population in the peak from the finger 
foi I varied from zero to 40% of the extracted beam. The 
projected vertical profi Ie was I ittle changed. 

The very sl ight change in beam I ine tune from a 
waist to a focus at IATI meant that the beam could be 
transported to the dump without difficulty. The beam 
current was increased to 40 wA and inspection of the 
beam spi II monitors along the I ine upstream of the focus 
showed no change from their readings during normal ope
ration with a C-type foi I. The position of the spot at 
the focus was stable to 0.1 mm over an hour or so; it 
would be worse away from the focus. There is no doubt 
that the emittance has been increased; however, beam 
loss occurs for those particles at the extreme of the 
distribution. These are most I ikely produced by scat
tering in the foi I and should be I ittle affected by the 
separation of the two foil components. 

The beam I ine was retuned to form a focus at the 
multi-wire ion chamber closest to the proposed IA/IC 
splitter location. Figure 5 shows a series of profiles 
at this location at different relative heights of beam 
and foi I. I t can be seen that the separat ion between 
the two components is close to I cm, which may be ade
quate for the introduction of a magnetic septum. Cal
culations show that it would be necessarv to add 
additional quadrupoles to the main beam I ine to trans
port the beam to the dump. It was not possible to run 
more than a few nanoamperes in the absence of these 
quadrupoles. 
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~: Beam profiles with no normalisation at 
the proposed spl itter location IA/IC for differ
ent relative heights of beam and composite foil. 
Wires are 3 mm apart. 

6. Applications of a multi-component foil.- In common 
with other meson facil ities TRIUMF incorporated a pion 
therapy faci I ity sharing a meson production target ~ith 
other experiments. The treatment takes place at the end 
of a fairly conventional meson channel, M8 in figure 3. 
Even with 100 wA on a 10 cm beryl I ium target the thera
pists desire a significant increase in pion flux to 
shorten their irradiation times to a few minutes. Ver) 
large acceptance pion appl icators such as the Piotron 2 

and a device considered at Los Alamos 6) yield an ade
quate flux with 20-30 wA protons. TRIUMF has several 
unused exit ports, and a dedicated stripper mechanism 
and beam I ines could be bui It to provide this. However, 
it wi I I probably be easier to use a spl itter and the 
proposed line IC to feed a device near the existing 
medical annex. A decoupl ing of the nuclear experimen
tal and human irradiation programs is also desirable 
since the latter imposes considerable constraints on 
the beam time schedul ing, nature of the production tar
get and the beam intensity. 

Calculations show that the separation between the 
inner edges of the beam envelopes is I ittle changed 
from that in figure 5 for distances 0.5 m up- and down
stream. This should ensure minimal loss on the split
ter. The relative proton current in IA and IC would be 
adjusted by changes in foi I height. This should not 
alter the spot on the experimental target. Should the 
I ine fed by the outer foil not require beam, the outer 
foi I may be shadowed by the foi I of another beam line, 
or the frame raised, the foi I radius changed and the 
beam moved to the other side of the spl itter. 

A two-component foil of the form shown is also use
ful in setting up beam optics. Beam line IA is tuned to 
form an image of the target IATI spot on target IAT2 
and an image of the latter at the TNF. This means that 
the spot size at downstream locations is independent of 
upstream target thickness. In the past the optics have 
been adjusted and checked by inserting targets of vari
ous thickness and checking the profi Ie at the down- . 
stream focus. It should be possible to do this more 
precisely and rapidly by imaging a multi-component 
object such as the foi I shown in figure I. This is 
similar to the use of L-shaped apertures in beam lines 
at low energy laboratories. 

Picket fence foi Is with 7 fingers have been used to 
del iver beam to line IA whi Ie improving the qual ity of 
the transmitted beam which was extracted by a narrow 
fo i I down beam line 4 7). 

The authors are grateful to Mr. P. Taylor for care
ful preparation of the foi Is used in this experiment 
and to Dr. M. Craddock who suggested this study. 
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